Check out fantastic show offers
The exclusive ‘Show Offers’ list continues to expand and retailers attending Harrogate International
Nursery Fair are guaranteed some fantastic discounts on orders placed at the show. This includes
lots of ‘buy one get one free’ offers on BabyStyle’s stand; Gummee, Little Saints, Cuddle Mates,
Mumba Bra and Novella are all offering 20% discount; and numerous exhibitors are offering 10% off,
no minimum order quantity and free gifts and accessories. CLICK HERE for details of all show offers.

Sail away
Distributed exclusively by Halilit, the new musical boat cot toy is an ingenious 3-in-1 toy. From birth,
the musical boat cot toy attaches to the cot rail and plays
relaxing sounds. Stars are projected onto the ceiling, while
the owl character sails and bobs along the base. As baby
develops, the base can be placed on the floor for baby to
enjoy tummy-time, which encourages baby to lift their head
and strengthen neck muscles. When baby is becoming more
mobile, the boat can be used
independently of the base sailing
slowly along the floor, which
encourages baby to crawl after it. Visit Halilit on Stand D8

Easy carry
The Snugglebundl solves the problem of moving a sleeping baby without
waking them. It is a wrap that works like a hammock so it offers full head
support and even allows parents to take a child out of a car seat fast
asleep. Featured on several television shows, the product if becoming a
‘must have’. A free digital photo display unit is offered for the first ten
orders over 12 units placed at the show. Visit Snugglebundl on Stand
HP133

Leather luxury
KeriKit is the new luxury changing bag brand with fashion, quality and functionality all top of the list.
They are the epitome of luxury and the most functional
handbags available lasting well beyond motherhood. Using the
finest leathers, the exterior exudes luxury and on the inside
functionality reigns! The innovative IRO (Internal Removable
Organiser) is a handy little liner for the bag - which keeps
everything in its place. It can also be removed to wipe clean or
when no longer needed. The KeriKit bag then returns to being
a gorgeous oversized handbag that will last for years. Visit
KeriKit on Stand HP93

Handmade in Spain
Uzturre is a leader in exquisite babies and children’s soft goods and
cribs in Spain, with more than 700 speciality and department stores
worldwide. Its factory is located just outside San Sebastian and has
been bringing style, elegance and beauty to each of its made to order
collection since 1928. For the first time showing at Harrogate, the
company is proud to show samples of it collections and is confident
that visitors will be delighted and impressed with its fabrics, designs
and the quality of its handmade products. Visit Uzturre on Stand
C29a.

Tucked up
Tuck n’ Snug stay-on bedding keeps children warm and cosy all night
long. Fabric flaps secure the duvet cover and pillow case to the
mattress so even the wriggliest child won’t be woken by losing their
covers in the night – so mum and dad get a restful night’s sleep too!
Come and see the creator Annabel and find out why reviewers are
calling the product ‘brilliant’, ‘genius’ and a ‘sleep saviour!’ Visit Tuck
n’ Snug on Stand HP101.

